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Microlearning is quickly emerging as a key way to increase workforce engagement,
boost knowledge growth and ultimately change behavior. Proven to drive results,
leading organizations are leveraging microlearning as a critical component of their
operational  excellence  strategy—whether  it’s  to  reduce  safety  incidents,  deeply
ingrain corporate values, or simply bring consistency from team to team and facility
to facility. The best part? Organizations can incorporate microlearning without any
interruption  to  production,  and  in  a  way  that  effortlessly  supports  a  diverse
workforce.

Join this webinar to learn:

What microlearning is (and isn’t)
5 ways microlearning is boosting frontline performance
Stories of real organizations that are using microlearning to drive significant
business impact

Speaker

Carol Leaman, CEO, Axonify Inc.

Carol Leaman is the CEO of Axonify Inc., a disruptor in the corporate learning space
and  innovator  behind  the  Axonify  Microlearning  Platform—proven  to  increase
employee knowledge and performance necessary for achieving targeted business
results. Prior to Axonify, Carol was the CEO of PostRank Inc., a social engagement
analytics company that she sold to Google in June 2011. Previously, Carol held CEO
positions at several other technology firms, including RSS Solutions and Fakespace
Systems. Carol is a frequent speaker, a regular contributor to Fortune magazine and
a well-respected thought leader, whose articles appear in various learning, business
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and technology publications. She also sits on the boards of many organizations, both
charitable  and  for-profit,  and  advises  a  variety  of  high-tech  firms  in  Canada’s
technology triangle. Carol has won multiple awards, including the Waterloo Region
Entrepreneur Hall of Fame Intrepid Award (2011) and the Sarah Kirke Award (2010)
for Canada’s leading female entrepreneur and she is a finalist for the Techvibes
Entrepreneur of the Year Award (2017).
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